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1. a) What is the ratio of [S] to KM when the velocity of an enzyme catalyzed reaction is 
75% ofVmax? [2] 

b) From the given relationship, find the unit ofK~ [2] 

KM = (k2 + kJ)Ikt 
[k~, k2 and k3 are the usual rate constants for a single substrate enzyme catalyzed 

reaction] 

c) Sketch the appropriate X-Y plots for the following enzyme reaction obeying 
Michaelis-Menten kinetics: [5] 

S + E - ...._ ES --+-- E + P 

i) 1N vs 1/(S] ii) V vs [ET] iii) [P] vs Time 
iv) [ES] vs Time v)[S] vs Time 

d) From the following plot of velocity Vs substrate concentration, obtain the following 
parameters. The amount of enzyme in the reaction mixture is 1 o-3 llmol. [ 4] 

i) V max ii) KM iii) Kcat iv) turnover numQer 
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e) A peptide X (molecular weight 1100) failed to react with dansyl chloride or Edman 
reagent. Amino acid analysis gave the composition: Phe, Gly, P,ro, Lys2• X on treatment 
with trypsin gave another peptide Y with identical amino acid composition as that of X. 
Edman degradation on Y gave the following partial sequence Phe-Gly... Deduce the 
sequence ofX. (Average molecular weight of amino acids= 110). [5] 
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2. One of the following N-nitroso compounds (A or B) acts as an irreversible inhibitor of 
chymotrypsin. Based on the mechanism of protease action of chymotrypsin, answer the 

following: 
[1+1+4+1+2] 

A B 

a) What is an irreversible inhibitor? 
b) How many different types of irreversible inhibitions are possible? 
c) Write the plausible mechanism ofinhibition of chymotrypsin by A or B. 
d) What sort of irreversible inhibitor is A or B? 
e) What could be the reason for both A and B not acting as inhibitor of chymotrypsin? 

3. a) Describe the steps involved in the determination of DNA- base sequence by Sanger's 
dideoxy method. What is the limitation of this method and how that has been overcome? [4] 

b) Suppose you have determined the DNA sequence of the following ss-DNA strand by 
Sanger's method. The radiolabelled primer used for the purpose has the sequence 
5'-TAGCTGCT-3' [4] 

5'-GGCCTTAATGCATTAAGGCGCGTTAGCAGCTAGCT-3' 
Sketch the gel pattern that you would' obtain. 

c) Describe the sequence wise steps and function of various enzymes involved in replication 
~OOA. ~ 
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